Visual, tactile, and contact force feedback: which one is more important for catheter ablation? Results from an in vitro experimental study.
During radiofrequency ablation, effective contact is crucial in determining lesions efficacy. The purpose of this study was to compare operators' ability to assess contact pressure using visual and tactile feedbacks together or alone in an experimental model. In a in vitro experimental setup replicating manual catheter manipulation and recording the applied force, evaluators were asked to identify three levels of force (first, ablation, and maximum contact) as the catheter contacted the tissue model using (1) visual feedback only by fluoroscopy, "blinded" to touch; (2) tactile feedback only, blinded to fluoroscopy; and (3) both tactile and visual feedback together. The latter was regarded as reference. The experiment was repeated using a catheter force sensing technology during robotic navigation. During manual navigation, tighter association was shown for the visual method than for the tactile method: median difference with reference: first contact -1 (P = .97) vs -2 (P = .90); ablation contact 2 (P = .1) vs -7 (P = .03); maximum contact 2 (P = .06) vs -28 (P = .02). Bland-Altman plot and Deming regression confirmed for the visual method the good agreement with reference and the absence of bias at any level and showed for the tactile higher values and proportional bias that reached statistical significance at ablation and maximum contact. During robotic navigation, agreement was higher for the tactile than for the visual only method. During manual navigation, visual feedback alone is in better agreement with the reference compared to the tactile only approach. During robotic navigation, agreement is looser for the visual only approach. More objective feedback of contact pressure during ablation procedures is desirable.